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The Napoleon Series 
 
The Bailen Enquiry Part VIII Gathering the Evidence for the High 
Court; Villoutreys, Poinsot, Privé, Vigier, Reboulleau, Daugier. 
 
By Susan Howard 
 
 
It seems that on his return from Austria in the autumn of 1809 the Emperor took a 
hand in the enquiry again. A document in the ministry of Justice files is labelled “Sent 
to minister of State Regnaud by order of the Emperor, Paris November 23rd 1809” 
and is a new statement by Villoutreys, in two parts. It is an odd document and one 
can only speculate upon the circumstances in which Villoutreys wrote it; in his own 
words, “Only the long absence of HM could delay this information and I had the 
honour to write to him on the day of his arrival.”  
 
As Titeux explains: “The declaration, made under the form of an interrogation, is 
strange in that no magistrate or clerk was present at it and there is no mention of the 
person putting the questions, that it is signed only by Villoutreys and written entirely in 
his own hand, that it speaks of ‘responses to His Majesty”; the second question 
almost reproaches him with having undertaken the defence of General Dupont in his 
previous interrogations.”  
 
Villoutreys statement:  
 

“Deprived for 15 months of my liberty, ceaselessly recalling the fatal period 
when I suddenly lost the confidence and goodwill of HM to experience only his 
severity it has been difficult for me to support such a long disgrace without 
seeking to explain my reasons. Being now occupied with this important matter, 
and reassured besides by the witness of my own conduct, I believe I have 
understood that HM judges me guilty of all the accusations made against 
General Dupont; that he sees in me the accomplice of the misappropriations 
imputed to him, the depositary of all these vile interests, and that he considers 
the zeal I have given to his defence as the price of a subornation as shameful 
as disgraceful.” 
 
“After such suspicions, which I presume from reports which have reached me, 
HM could not have prevented himself from seeing in my actions some 
reservations harmful to his interests and to believe me false to honour and to 
the oath that I took to be faithful to him. If events have served me so badly as 
to inspire such dismal suspicions in HM it is my duty, and indispensable to the 
need to recover his esteem, to seek out a truth that his foresight has already 
divined. It is from these powerful motives that I have been able to know the 
details of an affair whose results had appeared to me to be the results of 
misfortune; it is only to my detention that I owe the information of which I was 
ignorant at the time of my disgrace and of which the following account becomes 
the incontrovertible witness.” 
 
“All these considerations have made me submit to HM the desire to be 
admitted again to the honour of speaking to him and to assure him that the 
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cause of his just resentments gives me new reasons to aspire to his esteem 
and goodwill.” 

 
The heading is: “Dispositions taken by General Dupont on the day of his departure 
from Andujar to march on Bailen.” 
 

“General Dupont, informed on the morning of July 18th that the enemy had 
taken Bailen, ordered the raising of the camp at Andujar and to set out on the 
march in the following order: 1 battalion of the 4th Legion; 4 companies of 
grenadiers and voltigeurs of two other battalions of the same Legion; 1 
squadron of chasseurs, of about 60 men; 2 four-pounder guns received the 
order to form the advance guard and left at 6pm on the 18th.” 
 
“The other troops received the order to leave an hour and a half later and 
marched as follows: 2 battalions of the 4th Legion, whose grenadiers and 
voltigeurs made part of the advance guard; 4 guns which, joined to the 2 guns 
of the advance guard, formed the artillery of this brigade under the orders of 
General Chabert. Immediately after these troops followed the line of vehicles 
which may safely be evaluated at 800 carriages and wagons. These vehicles 
were escorted by the 3rd battalion of the 4th Swiss regiment, which made up 
the brigade of General Chabert, about 2,200 combatants strong.”  
 
“Behind the vehicles marched the other troops in the following order: 2 Swiss 
regiments under the orders of generals Rouyer and Schramm, these two 
regiments together making around 1400 men; 2 battalions of the 3rd Legion; 2 
battalions of the Guard of Paris, forming together the brigade under the orders 
of General Pannetier; 2 provisional regiments of chasseurs, commanded by 
General Dupré, of which one squadron was with the advance guard; 2 
regiments of dragoons commanded by General Privé; 1 squadron of cuirassiers 
closed the column.” 
 
“It must be observed that the road from Andujar to Bailen is not wide and, 
forming an embankment, would have made it difficult to change the order of 
march, especially considering the line of vehicles which would have served as 
obstacles.” 
 
“The advance guard, about 1000 strong, met the enemy advance posts on the 
19th at 3am and was, at 3.30am, opposed to the whole of their army, then 
about 20,000 strong.” 
 
“At about 5am the 2 regiments of chasseurs à cheval, who had passed the 
vehicles at the first cannon shots; at 6am 2 battalions of the 4th Legion and 4 
guns; 8am, the 3rd battalion of the 4th Swiss regiment which completed this 
brigade; 9am, the Swiss regiments Preux and Reding, which deserted during 
the action and of which only 90 men remained; 10am the brigade of general 
Pannetier of which one battalion had been left to defend the bridge of the 
Rumblar, about one league behind the battle field. At about this time there also 
arrived the battalion of the sailors of the Guard. The cavalry had managed to 
get in front of the infantry and their arrival was less delayed.”  
 
“During the time employed to bring up all these troops successively the enemy 
had received reinforcements and had been brought up to 30,000 men. He had, 
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besides, 40 artillery pieces and there were never more than four opposed to 
him. It resulted from these dispositions that the reinforcements only arrived to 
replace the exhausted troops and the considerable losses that they had 
suffered.” 
 
“General Dupont having masked his movement from the enemy which was 
before Andujar and which only arrived on our rear after eight hours of combat, 
had no fear of being troubled on his march but, in any case, this fear could not 
have prevailed if one considers that he was then marching toward an enemy 
which, by its position, separated him from the other part of his army and which 
should have been the only focus of his attention. However, General Dupont 
placed his principal forces on the guard of the vehicles; his faulty dispositions 
neutralised the efforts against Bailen and was, as a result, the only cause of 
this disastrous day and the events which followed.”  
 
“I said to HM that the troops fought well. I repeat this but it is not doubtful that 
in acting partially it was impossible for them to obtain any success. I must add 
now that their defeat should also be attributed to the conduct of several 
generals who did not show themselves at any point of the combat. If one of 
these generals had been at the post to which his duty called him it is to be 
presumed that the Swiss regiments, which had given proofs of courage and 
loyalty before the wounding of General Schramm, would not have deserted 
during the action but he was in the rear of the battlefield, hiding behind a hillock 
which sheltered him from the shells and bullets. It was in retiring to replace my 
injured horse that I met this general in this humiliating attitude. Shortly 
afterwards I was carrying an order from the general in chief to a general of 
cavalry to charge an enemy battalion and halt its march; this general thought 
only of the danger and took it on himself not to execute it. The enemy 
continued his movement, my observations were futile, and at that moment I had 
a horse killed under me.” 
 
“When I had the honour to respond to HM on the clothes change of General 
Marescot I refrained from mentioning the extreme weakness of this general 
who could not resolve to leave Andujar without being escorted in his vehicle by 
the magistrate of the town of Montoro whose inhabitants had massacred a 
French detachment of 60 men a few days before. I refrained from saying to HM 
that during a discussion of the treaty where I was opposing, as a Frenchman 
and a faithful subject, that the division Vedel should be the victim of events this 
general had his ADC observe to me that it was urgent to cease this discussion 
if I did not want to compromise the safety of the army. I repulsed this weakness 
with indignation and declared loudly that the interests of HM did not support 
fear and ought to be put first. The Spanish generals then observed that I had 
no authority and I was excluded from the conferences. During my detention I 
have learned of several traits of this general during his stay at Seville which 
witness no less to his lack of courage and of which the proofs are irrefutable.”  
 
“I said to HM that about two million reaux were taken at Cordova. If I was 
interrogated again on these details I could only reply in the same sense: having 
no mission to the town other than to return the stallions which had been taken 
from the royal stud.” 
 
signed C. Villoutreys  
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This is marked 'Declaration of Villoutreys sent [to Regnaud] by HM the Emperor 
November 23rd 1809.' It is followed by the form of an interrogation.   
 

Q: “Why did you not recount in your responses to HM the dispositions taken by 
General Dupont on July 18th?” 
 
A: “When I had the honour of responding to HM I did not know that Genera l 
Dupont, in leaving Andujar on July 18th, was marching in the assurance of 
meeting an enemy: I then believed that this encounter was an unexpected 
event and up till then these dispositions seemed to me beyond reproach. I have 
only learned since my detention that General Dupont had been informed on the 
morning of the 18th that the enemy had taken Bailen. This assertion is all the 
more supported by truth in that nearly all the generals who were with the army 
were, perhaps, in the same ignorance as I was then. Only the long absence of 
HM could delay this information and I had the honour to write to him on the day 
of his arrival.” 
 
Q: “What motives made you adopt the defence of this general with so much 
zeal?” 
 
A: “I had no other motive than the interest and devotion that one owes to 
misfortune; I believed then that General Dupont was only unfortunate and I 
arrived full of these sentiments. I did not know General Dupont before the order 
to go and join his army; I was with him as any other staff officer was, having not 
gratification or privilege than those generally granted. It is only due to my title 
of equerry to HM that he confided to me the dangerous mission with which I 
was charged, considering then only his own interests and that I was 
accustomed to the honour of speaking to HM. I received, with the other staff 
officers, 5,000 francs as gratification, and 7,000 francs at the moment of my 
departure to supply the expenses of the journey. I was not charged with any 
transport of money, any personal interest, nor any care which could have 
degraded my mission and offended my delicacy.” 
 
Q: “Why did you not inform HM of the conduct of the generals during the day of 
July 19th?” 
 
A: “Not having been called on by HM to answer for their conduct I could not, 
without fear of losing his esteem, constitute myself their denouncer but today, 
when he needs to know all the causes which led to these vexing events, I owe 
the entire truth. I had, besides the express recommendation of HM to avoid the 
appearance of an accuser and I had to observe this for all those to whom the 
precaution could apply; HM will deign to recall that I had the same reserve 
towards General Vedel in announcing that this general arrived at Bailen on the 
day of the 19th without attacking the enemy, which I then regarded as a 
blamable action.” 
 
Q: “Why did you not inform HM of the conduct of General Marescot when you 
were called on to answer for this general?” 
 
A: “I had the honour to respond to HM on a fact which he already knew. I owed 
the same reserve to General Marescot which animated me for the other 
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generals, knowing besides that silence on all these details could not harm the 
interests of HM. My submission to the orders which he deigned to give me to 
avoid all that could carry the imprint of an accusation has not, however, 
preserved me from the reputation of a denouncer in the opinion of General 
Marescot and of those whom his family has been able to influence; HM knows 
my conduct and his support is enough for me.” 
 
“From these details HM will deign to recognise that I have only been at fault in 
having drawn down his suspicions, that I was sacrificed to the interests of one 
man and that my conduct in this difficult position has been that of honour and 
the devotion of a faithful subject.” 
 
Signed C. Villoutreys  

 
General Poinsot, commanding the 1st brigade of General Vedel, had returned to 
France with him and had then been posted to the army of Italy with which he served 
during the Austrian campaign. On January 22nd 1809 he had written to the minister of 
war demanding to be heard on the subject of the events of Bailen but, though the 
minister had sent the letter on to Regnaud it was not till November 7th that the latter 
wrote back asking him to have Poinsot sent to Paris. Poinsot was interrogated by 
Regnaud on January 8th 1810; he attached his journal in support of his declarations. 
Titeux gives the documents in full but I have abridged them. 
 
After an account of the earlier movements of his brigade he came to July 15th when 
he was sent to support Liger-Belair at Mengibar. After Vedel had joined him and they 
had reconnoitred Poinsot stated that “I wanted to attack Reding in his position at 
Mengibar and, after having beaten him, to rejoin General Dupont at Andujar by the 
left bank of the Guadalquivir. Following me, the enemy would have been beaten.” 
 
After mentioning the combat of the 16th: “General Dufour took the command of this 
division, General Belair, though making part of ours, followed this movement of 
General Dufour.” He was the first person to comment on the dec ision of Liger-Belair 
to follow the other division and abandon Mengibar. This does not seem to have 
attracted the attention it might have done. 
 
After the division’s abortive march to Andujar they returned to Bailen.  
 

“I arrived there on the morning of the 17th, I had Bailen reconnoitred and there 
was neither French nor Spanish there; at 4pm General Vedel sent me the order 
to begin a march to Guarroman. I went to him and represented to him that it 
was a false move he was making. At 11pm we found at Guarroman the 
generals Dufour, Lefranc, Liger-Belair and Legrange with their troops, which 
were then sent on to Ste Helene. General Vedel had left General Cavrois with 
around 1500 men at the Hermitage of Bailen, a very important post. We had 
continued our march to La Carolina where we remained until the 19th when we 
left to return to Bailen. In the course of this march we heard the cannon which I 
believed was that of the enemy attacking General Cavrois but I was very 
surprised, on my arrival at Guarroman, to find him there with his troops; he had 
received the order at midnight to leave the Hermitage and to fall back on us. 
There was then no more doubt that it was General Dupont who was fighting. By 
chance a flock of goats had been met on the road which many of the soldiers, 
deprived of food for a long time, had fired on and killed a great number and 
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general Vedel, having regard to the circumstances, had believed he should 
allow them to cook the goats and eat them before continuing the march.”    
 
“The firing of musketry and artillery, successive and repeated, continued to be 
heard; we were then only two short leagues away. I twice sent my ADC to 
General Vedel to invite him to give the order to General Boussart to take his 
cavalry at once to the heights of Bailen to let the corps of General Dupont know 
that we were arriving. It was then noon when we were set in march: we only 
reached the heights of Bailen at 4pm where a Spanish envoy came to meet us: 
it was necessary not to listen to him but to continue our march, which was done 
on my representation. I sent chef de bataillon Roche and colonel De May, 
commanding a Swiss regiment, against the Hermitage and I marched with 
Major Duras and the 5th legion against three Spanish regiments and two 
squadrons which were occupying a hillock on the left. I ordered General 
Boussart with his dragoons to surround them while I attacked them in front. I 
made 1600 prisoners, took two guns still loaded, caissons, munitions, two 
flags, including that of the regiment of the Crown which I brought back to 
France in spite of the order of Castanos that he on whom it should be found 
would be shot. If they had let me continue General Dupont and his two 
divisions were saved since we were in presence and within range of cannon: 
but the order was given to me not only to cease firing and the pursuit of their 
baggage which was fleeing to Mengibar: I also received the order to return the 
prisoners, flags and guns and all that had been taken, which was done the next 
day.” 
 
“General Dupont had sent his ADC to General Vedel: after the conversation of 
this ADC with General Vedel I was called to a pretended council of war, 
composed of all the generals: it was a question of being included in the 
capitulation which was then being negotiated. I wanted to persuade the council 
that a general who found himself surrounded by the enemy or in talks with them 
was no longer free and could give no orders to other divisions making part of 
his army; that the position in which we found ourselves enabled us to save him, 
that he had only to give secretly his order to his troops to be ready at daybreak, 
to load everything valuable on the mules, to reunite their caissons, vehicles and 
guns in a single block and, at the moment when I came down to attack, to blow 
it all up and to join us, by skirting to the left if they were not in a condition to 
fight.” 
 
“My advice was sent by Captain Baste, but no-one wanted to profit by it. I came 
however to the point of obtaining that we should beat a retreat. I sent Adjutant-
commandant Larriu with one battalion and all our vehicles to Ste Helene; I also 
set all our artillery on the march. I came myself to place before the enemy my 
sentries and my different posts to hide my retreat which should be effected at 
nightfall, I gave the order to the captain charged with assuring it to relieve and 
reunite all his posts at midnight and to accelerate his march to join me.”  
 
“Hardly were we on the road when an order came from General Vedel, who had 
already had the artillery brought back, to resume my positions: I halted the 
column and went to him to know if his intention was to attack and rescue 
General Dupont: on his reply that it was because we were included in the 
capitulation I refused to obey: I set the column on the march again and 
continued on my way. I arrived at Ste Helene the next day at 8am, eight 
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leagues from Bailen. On my arrival I ordered Larriu, who had had time to rest, 
to continue with one battalion and our baggages as far as Santa Cruz and 
Valdepenas, if he could get there. The column having arrived at Ste Helene 
was able to continue its march after two hours rest; General Vedel observed to 
me that the night march had been very hard, there were many stragglers, that 
several urgent repairs to the artillery were necessary, that he believed it best to 
wait until 4pm. During this delay there arrived adjutant-commandant Martial 
Thomas from General Dupont’s staff, accompanied by an Englishman acting as 
ADC to General Reding, bringing a letter signed by Legendre, chief of staff. 
This letter informed us of the articles of the capitulation which had just been 
decreed; it stated that the divisions Barbou and Fresia were prisoners of war; 
that the divisions Vedel and Gobert would only lay down their arms which 
would be returned to them at their embarkation, also their caissons, guns etc.” 
 
“I called General Vedel: I let him know in the most energetic terms the 
undesirability of acceding to the demand of general Dupont. He replied that 
Madrid was evacuated, that La Mancha had risen and that we should 
undoubtedly all be murdered. At least, I said to him, we would defend 
ourselves. During this interval General Vedel replied to General Dupont, by the 
English ADC, that he accepted the capitulation and that the two divisions would 
return to Bailen to lay down their arms. General Privé arrived to solicit us to 
acquiesce in the capitulation and represented to us that in the event of a 
refusal they would all be massacred.” 
 
“I assembled [all the generals and battalion chiefs]: I explained the situation 
which we were in; I represented to them that we would all be dishonoured in 
the eyes of the enemy, that he [[Napoleon]would treat us like Foissac-Latour 
[punished by the Directory for the surrender of Mantua]; finally all that could 
possibly be said to prove to them that with the 10,000 men we could gather I 
would make the tour of Spain. I was not able to obtain anything and without 
General Lagrange, who prevented Major Christophe from leaving with me, I 
would have set out with 100 carabiniers and the battalion of Lanusse and 
joining to these all that I would have found in La Mancha I would have got 
through and reached Madrid. All the officers were in despair and shared my 
opinion. Then we were obliged to bring back all that was found at Madridejos to 
join us and to go humbly to lay down our arms at Bailen before a handful of 
brigands who were crying “Death to Napoleon and all the French” and who had 
been our prisoners two days before.” 
 
Q: “Had General Dupont ordered or authorised the march of General Vedel to 
leave Bailen and follow General Dufour?” 
 
A: “As a general I cannot believe it. The position of Bailen was too important to 
be evacuated. This departure was the cause of all that happened, the more so 
once General Cavrois left his position at the Hermitage with 12-1500 men who 
arrived at Guarroman when we were returning to Bailen.” 
 
Q: “Do you know what caused the departure of General Dufour from Bailen?”  
 
A: “I think that once General Dufour knew of our return from Andujar his military 
obligation was to go and take the position of Ste Helene to assure our retreat 
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but he also should have left General Liger-Belair with the troops under his 
orders, all the more since they were part of the division Vedel.”  
 
Q: “If General Vedel had not evacuated Bailen to go to La Carolina, what 
difference do you think this would have made to the events?” 
 
A: “If the enemy took the same course and if General Dupont had arrived at the 
same height where he was obliged to capitulate there is no doubt that the 
enemy could not have defeated us or even been able to follow us given that 
Ste Helene was guarded by the division Dufour.” 
 
Q: “If the division Vedel had continued its march to the Sierra -Morena without 
acceding to the capitulation what do you think would have happened either to 
the divisions Dupont or the division Vedel?” 
 
A: “Certainly the united divisions of Vedel and Dufour after having passed the 
Sierra-Morena, [and having blown up a rock to block the pass, which he had 
arranged and also the bridges], nothing could have prevented us not only from 
bringing order to La Mancha but, further, from covering Madrid and preventing 
the evacuation: as for the corps commanded by General Dupont, which had 
already treated, it is possible that a maddened populace would have been led 
to violent excess.” 
 
Q: “Do you know if General Vedel, after having attacked the enemy on his 
arrival at Bailen, after having received the order to cease firing and to return 
what had been taken, made a new proposal to General Dupont to attack the 
enemy again to deliver him?” 
 
A: “It was I, on my own initiative, who attacked the enemy on our arrival at 
Bailen while General Vedel was talking to the envoy....It was I again who 
persistently urged that we should attack at daybreak to reunite with General 
Dupont. Captain Baste was charged to go and make him this proposal. [He 
mentions the Spanish change of attitude after reading Savary’s letter] : I 
believe it was then possible to annul all that had been done and to 
recommence hostilities.” 
 
Q: “Is it true that when the division Vedel attacked the troops of General Reding 
on his arrival these troops, resting on the faith of the truce, were surprised and 
did not defend themselves?” 
 
A: “The portion of the Spanish troops occupying the Hermitage defended 
themselves so well that I was unable to take it and I was repulsed twice with 
the loss of several officers and more than 100 men and that they were still 
masters of this position when we effected our retreat. As for the battalions of 
the hillock on the left, they beat the retreat as far as the mountain crest and, 
when they saw themselves surrounded by General Boussart after my orders 
and were summoned to lay down their arms, the Colonels came to bring me 
their swords and their flags: only a few men fired, I had four men killed.”  
 
Q: “Did you have any knowledge of the situation in men, munitions and 
baggage of the divisions commanded by General Dupont?” 
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A: “None.” 
 
Q: “Did you not hear it said that the quantity of baggage had embarrassed the 
march of the army, exposed the advance guard to being attacked without help 
and prevented the arrival of the body of the army?” 
 
A: “On going to Andujar with my division I did see a prodigious number of 
carriages and baggage wagons but as these should never have embarrassed a 
skilled general, like General Dupont, I do not think that he would have been so 
unmilitary as to have placed his baggage in such a manner as to impede his 
army corps.” 
 
Q: “Do you know anything, directly or indirectly, of what happened at the taking 
of Cordova?” 
 
A: “As I see it, if the pillage of Cordova had not taken place and we had 
marched at once on Seville the people at that time were not too rebellious and 
we could have, if the 2nd division had followed, prevented the reunion of all the 
peasants to the small corps commanded by General Castanos. As for what 
happened at Cordova, not having been present I do not know.” 
 
Q: “At how many would you estimate the troops commanded by General 
Reding and those commanded by General Castanos?” 
 
A: “When I wanted to attack General Reding at Mengibar, genera l Vedel and  
Liger-Belair judged the strength of this corps at around 10,000 men, I estimated 
it at only 6,000. On our arrival at Andujar the army of General Castanos, which 
was placed on the mountains to the left of the Guadalquivir, could have been 
30,000 strong among which were the larger part of the Spanish line troops, 
notably those of the camp of St Roch and all that was in Andalusia.”  

 
Poinsot had kept a journal and also had a map showing the position of the various 
corps: he was invited to depose them with the promise that they would be returned. 
He said that the journal was personal but that he was happy for them to extract what 
was purely military. The journal and map were attached to the report.  
Signed by Poinsot, Regnaud and others. 
 
Poinsot’s journal begins with his arrival in Spain on January 4th 1808. Titeux gives 
the journal in full (presumably the redacted version) but its evidence value is limited 
since there are comments in it which have been added with hindsight so I will not give 
it in full: it supports his interrogation. It is the journal of a confirmed grumbler who 
believes he is the only one who knows his job; some of which has already been 
shown. From the first part it is worth noting that he considered the officers of the 
corps a poor lot, too old or too young, and that as early as February he was recording 
the murder of isolated soldiers by the Spanish people. He complained of inadequate 
repressive measures. His account of July 15th ends with the comment “Belair ought 
to have rejoined us since he belonged to our division and not had followed the 
division Gobert.” Neither Dupont nor Vedel seem to have commented on the strange 
movement of Liger-Belair and he was never questioned. On the 19th he recorded that 
they had heard the firing from 5am, being only five leagues away. He said that orders 
could have been sent to Cavrois, now at Guarroman, to march on Bailen with some of 
the cavalry. They had stopped short two leagues away and stayed there till 2pm 
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although the firing had stopped. “We arrived before Bailen at 5pm, marching in battle 
order on each side of the road for no other reason than to fatigue the troops.”  
On January 15th 1810 Poinsot was sent back to Spain. On January 7th 1810 Dupont 
wrote to Regnaud that he had heard that Poinsot had testified and that Villoutreys had 
made a new statement and asked to be allowed to comment on them: there was no 
reply, any more than to his previous letters asking for the return of his 
correspondence. 
 
General Lefranc had, as senior general of brigade, taken over the command of 
Gobert’s division from Dufour when he had rejoined it. He had died at Malaga in 
November 1808 but his chief of staff, Colonel Vigier, escaped from prison and got 
back to Spain, sending a report to the minister of War. This was passed on to the 
Emperor with a covering letter dated December 27th 1809. Vigier’s report was signed 
by six other officers and its purpose was to explain how the division came to agree to 
be included in the capitulation. I am giving excerpts only. 
 

“Arriving at Bailen on the evening of July 19th General Vedel attacked the 
enemy who did not seem to be expecting him and took 1000 prisoners. Hardly 
had he begun this attack when some Spanish officers came to announce a 
suspension of arms between the two armies. The general not judging that such 
a communication should halt his movements, was preparing to continue his 
attack when General Dupont sent him an order by one of his ADCs to suspend 
all hostilities...... It is not for us to discuss whether, on this occasion, General 
Dupont being surrounded on all sides still had the right to command and 
whether General Vedel did right or wrong in obeying him in circumstances so 
critical: we will content ourselves with observing that if this attack had 
continued the enemy army might have been dispersed and General Dupont 
relieved. The general of division, obeying the orders of him whom he regarded 
as his chief, took up position before the enemy.” 
 
“On the following morning, having gathered the generals under his orders 
[Vigier adds in a footnote that he was not present but is reporting what he was 
told by several generals] to consult them, it was decided that someone should 
be sent to General Dupont to propose an attack during the night with the aim of 
freeing him and, in the event that he was not in a situation to give a plan of 
movement which should be made in concert, one was proposed that only 
required his adhesion. He replied that, his troops being worn out by fatigue and 
even refusing to take their cartridges, in the position in which he was he could 
not consent to an attack whose success was doubtful. There was no more 
question of it and the day of the 20th passed in talks. General Dupont sent a 
written order in the afternoon to return the prisoners giving a verbal 
recommendation to general Vedel to try and avoid handing them over but the 
Spanish, fortified by the order they carried, pressed for its execution and the 
prisoners were returned in the evening at the moment when General Vedel and 
his corps were preparing their retreat, which was made at nightfall.” 
 
“The following morning, July 21st, we arrived at Ste Helene; a few hours later 
the rumour went round the camp that General Dupont had just written to 
general Vedel to order him to return to Bailen since the two divisions under his 
orders had been included in the capitulation to be transported to France by 
sea. At this unexpected news the indignation of the army was general: in a 
spontaneous movement all the troops hastened onto the road demanding 
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loudly to continue the retreat to Madrid and to brave all the perils rather than to 
accede to an article so shameful for armed soldiers who were gathered in great 
number and whose position, far from demanding such a sacrifice, offered them 
an assured retreat across the mountains of the Sierra-Morena.. The tumult 
increased at each moment and the chiefs of the corps, while sharing the 
opinion and the desires of the army corps, could not, however, have the air of 
approving a conduct which though praiseworthy in its intention had an 
insurrectional character. They believed then that it was their duty to calm the 
excitement of the soldiers in promising to make all their efforts to obtain the 
accomplishment of their desires from general Vedel.” 

 
He went on to recount how the senior officers had gone to Vedel and represented that 
they had liberty of movement and could not be forced to capitulate. He said that they 
had to obey the orders of the general in chief, that he and his soldiers were 
threatened with death if Vedel did not comply and that he had already acceded on 
their behalf: they replied that Dupont, being surrounded, had lost the right to 
command them “from the date when he could only communicate with them through 
the enemy”; that the garrison of Madrid had more claim on them  and that they did not 
believe the Spanish army was savage enough to massacre Frenchmen for something 
outside their control and that Vedel could inform the enemy that his troops had forced 
him to go back on his word. Vedel told them they had no understanding of the 
situation, that La Mancha was in insurrection and occupied by troops which could cut 
off their retreat: they replied that the troops at Bailen could not cut off their retreat 
since they occupied the direct road [footnote from Vigier that they had troops on the 
road as far as Manzanares and that a regiment had been sent to El Viso on the 21st: 
contradicted by Titeux who says that Vedel had written to Belliard the previous day to 
say the enemy was present at El Viso] and that they were strong enough to cut their 
way through the enemy in La Mancha even with some losses. Vedel replied only that 
they had to obey and that he could not go back on his engagements. 
 
The officers then tried to get the support of the brigade generals but they either 
agreed with Vedel or did not want to go against him because they only gave the same 
reasons. The officers then “feeling that the first virtue of a soldier is obedience and 
that subordination and discipline were the bases on which the safety of armies rested” 
decided that they had to sacrifice their views to maintain order and retired. Several 
generals, including “a superior officer of the imperial navy” [Baste] went in front of the 
troops and persuaded them to submit.  
 
The following day Vedel called the officers back and consulted them on whether they 
should return to Bailen or attempt to get through the gorges: it was now too late, 
partly because opinion had changed, partly because the enemy would have had time 
to cut them off and also because their failure to move earlier would be seen as a sign 
that the army had formally agreed to the capitulation. “The refusal to conform, which 
the day before was a thing right and natural, did it not become a violation after 24 
hours?” One general, whom he says he will not name unless ordered to [probably 
Privé], cried out that he could see (no-one else could) clouds of dust on either side 
which indicated the enemy marching to surround them. The rumour was also being 
spread that Madrid had been evacuated and that the provinces of La Mancha and 
Toledo were occupied by the enemy. Vedel asked for opinions: Poinsot, “who the day 
before had believed he should keep silence in our presence” now raised violent 
objections to the capitulation saying that he would pass the gorges at any risk but the 
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day and the new rumours had changed opinions and the majority of the votes was for 
conforming to the capitulation.  
 
Signed at Malaga October 6th 1808 by Vigier; Beaufranchet, commanding the 
battalion artillery; Mès, commanding the 3rd and 4th battalions of the 6th provisional 
regiment: these three were witnesses. The other signatories scrupulously stated that 
they had not been present but that this narrative conformed to what they had been 
told shortly afterwards. These were Major Degromety, commanding the 6th 
provisional regiment; Gleize, commanding the 3rd and 4th battalions of the 8th 
provisional regiment; Fournier, ADC to General Gobert; Berthet, commanding the 1st 
and 2nd battalions of the 7th provisional regiment. Berthet had been detached with 
300 men to Manzanares so this is the officer with whom Villoutreys had spoken so it 
is now clear that this detachment had rejoined the main body under the conditions of 
the capitulation. 
 
Captain Reboulleau, ADC to the late General Lefranc, was interrogated at the criminal 
court of Paris on behalf of Regnaud on November 28th 1810. His statement contained 
nothing significant till July 19th when Lefranc, now commanding the division Gobert, 
was following Vedel from La Carolina. 
 

“About a league and a half from La Carolina General Lefranc received by an 
orderly a note in which General Vedel told him ‘It appears that General Dupont 
is attacked at Bailen: I am taking myself there with speed; take up a military 
position in the place where you received this note’ I saw this order myself....” 
There had been a verbal order to send out reconnaissances which they did; “ 
We rested in this position around three or four hours during which we 
dispatched several goats, pigs and an ox. Towards 4pm we received an order 
from General Vedel in execution of which we set out immediately and reached 
Bailen around 9pm.” 

 
On reaching Bailen they saw the prisoners that had been taken; they were told “that 
Major Duras was on the point of taking the post of the Chapel [the Hermitage] and 
establishing our communications with the division of General Dupont when he had 
received the order to cease fire.” On the 20th General Lefranc had attended the 
council of war and told his ADC afterwards that all the generals were agreed on 
attempting an attack. “Nevertheless, at nightfall General Vedel ordered the retreat: a 
moment later he got a new order to resume his position, then a third order came to 
effect his retreat......I do not positively know the reasons for these different orders.”  
 
Reboulleau confirmed the account of Vigier as to the vigorous objections made by the 
troops and junior officers when they heard that they were capitulating. He confirmed 
that Vedel had told them that Dupont and his troops risked being massacred; he also 
said that Vedel had unsealed and read to the officers the letter that Dupont had 
written to Savary. He also confirmed that an officer of the Sailors of the Guard [Baste] 
and General Privé had both urged the acceptance of the capitulation; Privé also told 
them that , “according to the assertions of the Spanish generals, General [sic] 
Moncey had been obliged to retreat from Valentia, that Madrid had been evacuated 
and La Mancha was occupied by the enemy in such a manner that there was no hope 
of a retreat.” 
 
General Privé had been the only general officer from the division Barbou who had 
remained in captivity and after being sent to Cabrera he was among the officers 
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rescued by the British navy and taken to England. He managed to get a letter and a 
copy of his journal over to France at the end of 1810 and it was passed on to the 
Emperor in February 1811 and then to Regnaud in May 1811. Titeux, having quoted 
from his covering letter, states that the journal is in the appendices but in the 
appendices he states that he had given it in the text and only gives the second half 
which covered his captivity. Since he includes a substantial amount of hostile 
evidence it seems likely that this omission is an error.  
 
The significant line in the letter is. “I must say clearly to YE [the  minister of war] that I 
openly opposed any kind of negotiation with the enemy and that I indicated the means 
which seemed to me suitable to force him to allow us passage or , at least to 
succumb with glory. My remonstrances were futile....”  
 
According to Titeux, in the journal Privé reproached Dupont with having refused his 
suggestion of attempting a new attack on the 19th with 1500 men who had been left 
guarding the baggage. It is this that was quoted at the enquiry “General Privé had 
shown to general Dupont all the chances of success; he had engaged him to withdraw 
the numerous troops committed to guarding the baggage that could have been, that 
should have been, then sacrificed and which, evaluated at nearly 2,000 men by some 
and a battalion by others, would have offered the reinforcement of a fresh troop to the 
battalions fatigued by the action of the 19th.” Presumably Privé said less about his 
part in persuading the division Vedel to conform to the capitulation. 
 
One more witness, who should be quoted since his report was available at the time 
though not used, was capitaine de vaisseau Daugier of the Sailors of the Guard who 
wrote a report for his commanding officer, marshal Mortier dated December 8th 1808. 
I have already quoted him on the occupation of Andujar.  
 
Of Cordova he said only “ At Cordova the battalion camped with the army outside the 
town and took part, with the division to which it was attached, in all the capture of 
weapons and different movements which took place during the 10 days that the army 
occupied the town.” 
 
Of Bailen: “The troops placed on the Madrid side set out first with the baggage and 
main artillery park. They were followed by those that occupied the bridgehead. The 
Paris Guard and the Sailors of the Imperial Guard were placed as a rear guard, the 
general in chief having grounds for believing that the army would be harassed in its 
retreat by the part of the insurgent army which was besieging it by the right bank of 
the river and whose posts were not far from our main guard posts.  Happily, and as a 
result of measures taken in the town to engage the inhabitants not to leave their 
houses, the enemy did not know of our movement till daybreak so that the march of 
the army was only delayed by some accidents that happened to the guns and 
caissons on the road and by the necessity of keeping constantly assembled.”  
“Before 4am the advance guard defiled at the bridge of the Rumblar, which flows in 
quite a deep ravine about half a league from Bailen. The first troops of the advance 
guard soon encountered the advance posts of the corps of General Reding which was 
already occupying this town and which was preparing to march its forces to occupy 
the passage to Andujar. The combat began immediately and became almost general 
as soon as the troops could form up beyond the bridge. The onset of the action was 
marked by some success. The first corps that the enemy opposed to us were 
repulsed with loss; two flags were taken from them. Towards 6am the firing became 
heavier and the enemy sought to outflank us by the right and by the left. The general 
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in chief then called up the Paris Guard and the Sailors; these two corps left as rear -
guard only the men placed as skirmishers.” 
 
He describes the next stage of the fighting, noting that several of the guns had 
already been dismounted : the troops held their ground till about 11am. “At this time 
our soldiers, exhausted by the fatigue of a long march and a combat which had 
already lasted more than 10 hours and devoured besides by a burning thirst which 
they could not quench, broke up at several points in spite of the urgings and cries of 
their chiefs. This disorder could spread and it became urgent to re-establish the 
combat with vigour.” 
 
Dupont ordered Daugier to march forward in line of battle with 300 Swiss on the left 
and about the same number of the 3rd Legion on the right. They were flanked by two 
squadrons of cavalry whose horses were too exhausted to be much use. They 
advanced at the charge and scattered a first line of enemy cavalry which unmasked a 
battery which fired grapeshot. They continued to advance while suffering losses till 
Dupont, seeing it was useless, called them back, which was done in good order. The 
fighting lasted about another half hour “but we had not more than the debris of the 
corps to oppose the enemy whose progress on our flanks was becoming obvious. The 
excess of fatigue and hunger, joined to the losses we had suffered, reduced the 
number of combatants to less than 2,000. In this wretched situation, which was 
rendered more terrible by the approach of the army which had been besieging us at 
Andujar, the general in chief decided to capitulate.” 
 
There Daugier ended his narrative, with a request to the marshal to recommend his 
troops to the Emperor and a reminder that they had not yet received the promotions 
promised after the campaign of Prussia. 
 
To be continued. 
 
 
 
 


